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Joseph Parker questions Anthony
Joshua's muscly physique, insinuates Brit
has used steroids
15/01/2018
Newshub staff
Like 541

Joseph Parker has thrown shade on rival Anthony Joshua, suggesting the Brit may be using performanceenhancing drugs.
The two heavyweight kingpins are set for a uniﬁcation ﬁght on April 1 (NZT) in Cardiff that will see the
winner walk out with three of boxing's four major titles.
Speaking to NZME, Parker mocked Joshua's appearance on The Graham Norton Show, where the pair
described the Kiwi as "The Pie King" in reference to his physique.

Norton laughs off Joseph Parker as a lover of pies
Parker questioned if Joshua obtained his own impressive build legally.

''They call me the king of pies, but I call him the king of steroids," Parker told the Radio Sport Breakfast.
"Who knows, if you are that big and that muscly, there's something wrong.
''I have heard word, I have looked at him and I have seen. He has been very close with Klitschko... he has
been a reigning champion for a long time.
"So I don't know... it may be true maybe not."
IT'S ON!! @anthonyfjoshua will ﬁght @joeboxerparker for the WBA, IBF, WBO and IBO World titles March
31st at @principalitysta - ﬁrst time in history two reigning heavyweight champs have fought in
@SkySportsBoxing #roadtoundisputed
pic.twitter.com/wTu8yF9D7r
— Eddie Hearn (@EddieHearn) January 14, 2018
Parker didn't go as far as labelling the IBF and WBA champion a drugs cheat, suggesting that the public
can make their own minds up.
''I don't know how he will respond... he may be angry or upset at what we have been saying.

"It's part of the game. I am not accusing him of using steroids, but I am saying it is a possibility.''
"There are a lot of ways you can dodge drug testing."

Anthony Joshua Photo credit: Getty

Parker was full of bravado at the ﬁght announcement, proclaiming that he will shock the world when the
two giants clash at the Principality Stadium.
"Anthony Joshua is in for a huge shock," Parker said. "A couple of months ago, I heard him say: 'Why
should I be worried about this little kid from New Zealand?'
"Well, now he's about to ﬁnd out and the world is about to ﬁnd out whether AJ can really take a punch.
"I am a relaxed, calm person. I have respect for Joshua - you do not have a 20-0 record, if you are not
that good.
"But I think I can beat anyone in the world - I would not be here, if I did not believe in myself."
Both heavyweights are unbeaten in their careers - Joshua achieving 20 knockouts in 20 ﬁghts, while
Parker's 24-0 record has come with 18 wins via stoppage.
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